Board of Education
Newtown, Connecticut
Minutes of the Board of Education meeting held on October 19, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, 3 Primrose Street.
M. Ku, Chair
D. Delia, Vice Chair
D. Cruson, Secretary
D. Leidlein (7:33 p.m.)
J. Vouros (absent)
R. Harriman
D. Zukowski

L. Rodrigue
A. Uberti
3 Staff
18 Public
1 Press

Mrs. Ku called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
Item 1 – Pledge of Allegiance
Item 2 – Consent Agenda
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the donation to Hawley School
and the correspondence report. Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 3 – Public Participation
Nancy White, 14 Butternut Ridge, asked why are were entertaining remote learning days in lieu
of weather. She sees students who have lost instructional hours. Regarding Chromebooks
having two random remote days students may run into issues. Remote days have to be called
before 8:00 a.m. How will the district know if families have power? She hopes this is turned
down.
Item 4 – Reports
Chair Report: Dr. Ku was on the DPH phone call and they are aware that a large number of
students are being quarantined and are reviewing protocols. The Board of Finance approved
the recommendation to use funds from non-lapsing account for the high school track and it will
go to this week’s Legislative Council meeting.
Superintendent’s Report: Dr. Rodrigue reported sending a letter to parents outlining concerns
regarding busing and quarantining. The State liaison is trying to work with the districts to get
drivers tested and we have two waiting. She thanked the parents for being extremely
understanding. Regarding COVID, we are on weekly calls with the DPH and Addendum 7
addressed how we deal with art and music. She met with the Director of Health and we continue
to advocate for more flexibility. Guidance is within three feet indoors. Most issues are
happening outside of classrooms, at sporting events and on buses. She encourages parents to
go to our website for cases and quarantining numbers. The number of cases is now at 1%. We
are having teacher recognition on the November 2 professional development day by holding a
fall basket giveaway. Staff will have a chance to win a basket by bringing in food items for the
Faith Food Pantry. The PTA candidate forum is October 28 at 7 p.m. in the high school
auditorium.
Ms. Zukowski asked that regarding busing if we have a way of allowing working families to drop
their children off at school early.
Dr. Rodrigue said we offered that in the past but buses are usually up to 20 minutes early. If
parents need more time they could contact the principal. Some parents also use the BASES
program which is before and after school care.
Ms. Zukowski ask who the point contact for parents was at All-Star.
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Dr. Rodrigue said that was Alan Colangelo. They have been working to find drivers from other
locations and have been lucky to find a few who could help. They have never had parent email
addresses and feels we should be the contact for parents.
Ms. Zukowski asked who the point contact was in our district.
Dr. Rodrigue said it was her for the district and the principals for their schools.
Mrs. Harriman noted that students at the magnet school in New Haven have been missing
classes because of no drivers and wished there was a back-up plan for the students.
Dr. Rodrigue said everyone is experiencing the same thing including sports and athletics in
every district. Once we have new drivers things will fall into place.
Mrs. Harriman said academics are on a different level from sports. We need to come up with
creative solutions and put parents in touch with other parents for transportation.
Dr. Rodrigue would look into that as it is worked out at the school level.
Dr. Ku said there are parents who transport children to school. Would be great if that could be
spread out. Not one team should be bearing the burden of trying to find transportation.
Dr. Rodrigue spoke to Matt Memoli and Dr. Longobucco and it has been equitable across all of
the sports.
Committee Reports:
Mrs. Harriman said the policy committee met last week and discussed the COVID policy and the
two policies on tonight’s agenda.
Mr. Delia said the CFF committee met and discussed the financial report and maintenance plan
along with the in-kind services paid by the town.
Dr. Ku said the Curriculum and Instruction Committee met and that Rubicon Atlas was being
updated. iReady testing has taken place. The new State K-3 literacy initiative was also
discussed as well as the new course in Black and Latino studies.
Ms. Zukowski attended the general meeting of EdAdvance that Mr. Delia could not attend. They
discussed their budget and feel their programs are being served.
Mrs. Harriman said that she, Mr. Cruson and Ms. Zukowski attended the first Hawley Centennial
Committee meeting.
Mr. Cruson said the goal is to have something every month leading up to the end of the school
year.
Student Reports:
Ms. Savo reported on new clubs and events. College visits continue and school spirit days
have been decided. National English Society had inductions and the literary magazine is up
and running.
Mr. Irvine spoke about the high school athletic events results.
Ms. Zukowski remarked about the high school band performance at the Grasso Festival and
thanked everyone who was part of the evening.
Action on Financial Report and Transfers:
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the financial report and
transfers for the month ending September 30, 2021. Mr. Cruson seconded
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Mrs. Vadas presented the report which also included transfers and spoke about the food
services expenses.
Mr. Delia said they discussed transfers and not bringing them to the Board every single time.
Mrs. Vadas noted it was in the policy that transfers need Board approval except if it was within
an object and under $10,000.
Mrs. Harriman thought that change came to the Board and would check on that.
Motion passes unanimously.
Item 5 – Presentations
Student Achievement Data:
Mrs. Uberti and Dr. Purcaro presented this report.
Ms. Zukowski asked if the gaps a local or statewide issue looking at other schools comparable
to Newtown.
Mrs. Uberti said the State hasn’t make that information available. There were many learning
models in the districts so we don’t have State information. She is encouraged by our results.
Math being lower than ELA is a trend in the state.
Ms. Zukowski asked if it was statewide would we have a different approach to take such as
broader supports and how would we decide that going forward.
Mrs. Uberti said we are drilling down to the individual to look at comparative data. We can’t
really say it’s because of what we’ve done because of all of the variables.
Mr. Delia noted the drop of 15% was due to remote learning last year.
Mrs. Uberti said remote learners seemed to have scored higher. We also don’t know if remote
testers had other support. The State tracked results but also tracked students as remote
learners even if it was a short period of time.
Dr. Purcaro said the State repeatedly said math was lower than ELA across the board and to
take the results cautiously.
Mr. Delia asked if teachers are using i-Ready as instructional tools and what can we do to move
this resource along.
Mrs. Uberti said given all that’s on the teachers’ plates right now we have to consider their
needs and not overwhelm them. We had positive feedback from teachers and students on the
test. We will work from them and evaluate what we have. They have a lot of tools to use.
Item 6 – Old Business
Two Remote Learning Days in Lieu of School Closures:
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the use of two remote learning
days in lieu of school closures due to inclement weather. Mr. Cruson seconded.
Dr. Rodrigue clarified that we have to go to school 180 days. We will most likely add on days
and that means we lose instructional time. Going 182 days gives us that opportunity. We did
well with devices for the students. They may not be beneficial this year depending on the
weather because if there’s no power they wouldn’t be able to be used.
Ms. Zukowski said that during remote learning there was concern these students needed
classes more than the average student. It seems like these students would disappear.
Qualitative is how much would these students be hurt if they just zoned out.
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Dr. Rodrigue noted that students do disengage in June. If you are utilizing meaningful learning
during the year you would get more engagement.
Mrs. Harriman said Dr. Rodrigue feels this is the direction education is moving with learning on
line. She would be in favor of it knowing it was driven by our educators and would only use
them if needed.
Mr. Delia asked if the call would be made the night before.
Dr. Rodrigue said we would look at the conditions the night before and tell students to bring their
devices home.
Ms. Zukowski said another concern is families that have to go to work and leave children with a
care giver that might not be able to help. The home front is in this exception. Teachers are
under the gun with their children and their classroom.
Dr. Rodrigue said we chose the compact day to help with that.
Mr. Delia asked about the special education students.
Dr. Rodrigue said the services will be provided remotely. We will work with students and
families.
Mr. Delia was not comfortable that this would work.
Dr. Ku has mixed feelings. It’s best to have students in person but the continuity is lost when
you table multiple days off due to weather. She is in favor but wants to be sure we are using
these days to the fullest. We should have a policy on how these days will work.
Mrs. Leidlein was in favor of this motion. Our administrators are making sure instruction is
provided for our children.
Mr. Delia was also in support of this and asked for the Board to see the plan when finished.
Dr. Rodrigue said last year using snow days was difficult. Teachers said the issue was they
would have a special schedule for that snow day. They wanted us to make it more like they
were in class.
Mrs. Uberti noted that we had a lot of feedback from parents about those days and many said it
was difficult for them on snow days because they still had to bring their children for childcare
and needed more time in the morning which is why we had the compacted day.
Ms. Zukowski was against this. My concern is it’s two days out of 182 days and students usually
take a couple of weeks to get into the swing of learning the learning practices that they get to
their desks, they put their books away, and having just two days out of 182 days, the kids are
not necessarily going to say “yup this is the time I pull my chair up to the kitchen table, I pull my
computer out.” I’m concerned that it being just the exception that it would be, would be very,
very difficult for the families and for the students to know that they have to sit in a seat with
possibly very little supervision to actually engage within the class.
Mr. Delia also asked for an outline on how Dr. Rodrigue will determine when she makes the call.
Vote: 4 ayes, 2 nays (Mr. Cruson, Ms. Zukowski) Motion passes.
Item 7 – New Business
First Read of Policies
Mrs. Harriman referred to Policy 5145.12 Search and Seizure which was also reviewed by Mark
Pompano and Lt. Robinson.
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Ms. Zukowski noted that this is a replacement for policy 7402b. The replacement policy colors
indicating changes were not in the new policy so there is a conflict between both policies.
Mr. Ku said everyone should take a closer look to see if there was any redundancy.
Ms. Zukowski said there seems to be a conflict between the two policies of student search and
seizure and the use of dogs policy. Are these in conflict, and if not, then why?
Dr. Ku suggested the Board review them to see if there is any conflict.
Mr. Pompano said we looked at this extensively. Dogs do not do searches and this falls under
something separate.
Ms. Harriman spoke about Policy 5145.124 Breathalyzer. This is our current practice.
Ms. Zukowski asked to get the original policy before the second read.
Joint Work Group Recommendation:
Dr. Ku thanked Mr. Delia, Mrs. Leidlein and Ms. Zukowski for serving on the work group. She
sent the Board what was sent to us from our legal counsel.
Mrs. Leidlein said because she just received the version from legal counsel and hasn’t had time
to review it she would not feel confident speaking to the revised version without having time to
review it.
Dr. Ku appreciates what the legal counsel did with this and his one page document was done
with the idea to keep with everything in the work group’s document. She would like to get
feedback from everyone. We can make a motion to accept what was proposed by the work
group or if our legal counsel’s version is what we would prefer we don’t have to make a motion
to accept and she would let the other boards know.
Mrs. Harriman said in reviewing the counsel’s document it was clearer and the new language
was a lot easier to understand. She hesitates giving them a new document and put a road
block into the work that has been done.
Mr. Cruson was on board with continuing our discussion on the new version but that no decision
should be made tonight. He wants to make sure everyone on the Board is comfortable with the
documents.
Mrs. Leidlein agreed with what Mrs. Harriman said about the legal counsel’s version ad believes
the other Board will look at it carefully and may have changes to their version. Individuals on
the work group are committed to make this work but it may not be the original way they thought
it would work. Maybe we should approve something before we send it out.
Dr. Ku felt it was fairer to let the other boards know we sent it to our legal counsel and we are
considering that document.
Mrs. Harriman felt it was more important for them to understand it was changed to make it more
readable and understandable.
Mr. Cruson suggested a middle ground letting them know legal counsel worked on a new
document and offer them to have that version to review.
Ms. Zukowski said that should settle any confusion. She went though both documents and the
only change had to do with the CIP.
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Minutes of October 5, 2021:
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the minutes of October 5, 2021.
Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 8 – Public Participation
Kevin Kuzma, 12 The Boulevard, said that regarding quarantining he thanked Dr. Rodrigue,
Donna Culbert and Dan Rosenthal who he met with after his son quarantined for the second
time this year. He appreciated prioritizing the quarantining. He encourages everyone to reach
out to the State to keep it on their plate.
Kate McGrady, 26 Philo Curtis, was shocked about misinformation presented. Hiring the
coordinator is a step in the right direction. There is work to be done by the BOE and staff.
History is not intended to make you feel guilty. Critical race theory not in school.
Wendy Leon Gambetta, Saw Mill Ridge Road, thanked the Board for keeping our community
safe. The Newtown Bee Facebook page had an article about Wesley Johnson and thanked
them for hiring him.
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education go into executive session to discuss the
Superintendent’s contract and invite Dr. Rodrigue and Suzanne D’Eramo.
Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 9 – Executive Session
Executive session began at 9:47 p.m.
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved to adjourn. Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 10 – Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 10:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

_________________________________
Daniel J. Cruson, Jr.
Secretary

Student Performance
Overview
2021
Newtown Public Schools
Board of Education
October 19, 2021
Presented by:
Anne Uberti, Assistant Superintendent
Frank Purcaro, Director of Teaching and Learning
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“You don’t get results by
focusing on results. You get
results by focusing on the
actions that produce results.”
~Mike Hawkins

The following table illustrates each of
the state assessments administered
to students in the spring of 2021:

CT Smarter Balanced – English Language
Arts/Math
NGSS Assessment

3

4

5

6

7

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

11

X

X

CT SAT – Reading, Writing and Language,
Math

X
3

A Word About Testing Conditions
• Testing took place both in-person and remotely.
• Students were exposed to a variety of learning models.
• Results are difficult to evaluate due to the many challenges
that impacted both instruction and test administration.
• Each assessment is only one measure of English language arts,
mathematics and, where applicable, science.
• It is best practice to consider multiple indicators, both formal
and informal, when making instructional decisions.
• The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE)
recommends that interpretation of these scores be
approached with caution and, as always, in consideration
with multiple sources of student information.
• Results will be used to monitor cohort needs and growth as
well as for individuals.
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Smarter Balanced Summative
Assessment – ELA
Grade

3
4
5
6
7
8
Newtown
avg
CT State
avg

Level 1

Level 2
%
Approaching

Level
3
%
Meets

%
Does
Not
Meet
12.0
12.0
13.0
10.0
14.0
19.0

Level 4

Levels 3 and 4

%
Exceeds

15.0
19.0
19.0
21.0
20.0
21.0

26.0
25.0
34.0
37.0
42.0
36.0

47.0
44.0
34.0
31.0
24.0
25.0

80.1
67.6
71.6
72.3
76.2
75.8

70.5
75.8
75.9
68.5
78.3
76.5

73.0
69.0
68.0
68.0
66.0
61.0

9.0

16.7

35.9

38.3

74.0

74.3

67.2

23.4

20.9

30.1

25.6

55.3

55.7

NA

% Meets or Exceeds
Achievement Level
2018
2019
2021

Smarter Balanced Summative
Assessment – Math
Level 1

Grade
3
4
5
6
7
8
Newtown
avg
CT State
avg

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Levels 3 & 4
% Meets or Exceeds
Achievement Level
2018
2019
2021

%
Does
Not
Meet
14
10
17
10
16
24

%
Approaching

%
Meets

%
Exceeds

16
32
30
28
24
26

42
33
23
31
27
22

28

10.4

22.2

27.0

24.9

25
30
33
33
28

82.0
65.8
52.8
69.5
69.0
67.2

73.0
76.2
55.3
60.3
73.9
66.6

70
58
53
64
60
50

27.5

39.9

67.4

67.4

58.8

23.0

25.1

46.8

48.1

NA

4-Year SBAC Comparison - ELA
2021

2020

2019

2018

Grade 3

73%

--

70%

80%

Grade 4

69%

---

76%

68%

Grade 5

68%

---

76%

72%

Grade 6

68%

---

69%

72%

Grade 7

66%

---

78%

76%

Grade 8

61%

---

77%

76%

4-Year SBAC Comparison - Math
2021

2020

2019

2018

Grade 3

72%

---

73%

82%

Grade 4

58%

---

76%

66%

Grade 5

53%

---

55%

53%

Grade 6

64%

---

60%

70%

Grade 7

60%

---

74%

69%

Grade 8

50%

---

67%

67%

Next Generation Science Standards
Assessment – Second Administration
% At Level 3 and 4
2019

2020

2021

Grade 5

69%

---

68%

Grade 8

74%

---

63%

Grade 11

60%

---

62%
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Connecticut SAT School Day
2018

2019

2020*

2021

Met
Benchmark

Met
Benchmark

Met
Benchmark

Met
Benchmark

Newtown ELA

80.4%

86.8%

85.0%

81%

Newtown Math

61.9%

71.8%

65.0%

61%

64%

59%

Met Both
Benchmarks
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Newtown High School Rankings
2021

# 1219 in National Rankings
#21 in Connecticut High Schools
#11 in Bridgeport Metro Area HS

2022

#29 Niche Best Schools

Newtown K-8 School Rankings
Top 250 Elementary Schools in Connecticut
Head O’Meadow #151
Middle Gate #182
Sandy Hook #205
Hawley #233

Top 250 Middle Schools
Newtown Middle School #39

Data doesn’t give all the answers, it
helps us asks the questions…
•Are we keeping data in perspective?
•Are we using data to look at the bigger picture?
•Are we using data to guide improvement?
•Do we value qualitative data as much as quantitative?
•If so, what types of qualitative data should we collect to better
inform the bigger picture?
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i-Ready Assessment
Fall 2021 Results

Agenda
• Assessment Overview
• Understanding the 3-Level Placement
• District Results for Math and ELA
• Initial Findings – Strengths and Opportunities
for Improvement
• Typical Growth vs. Stretch Growth
• District and School Based - Next Steps

Assessment Overview
• Administered from Sept 23nd through Oct 18th in grades 2-9
• Both Reading/ELA and Math
• Detailed reports, include overall results as well as results for
4 domains in math and 6 domains in ELA.
• Teacher training on reviewing data reports and on resources
to support instruction on Oct 12th and Oct 14th
• Mid-Year Assessment is scheduled for the end of January.
• Students results are color coded and reported out based on
whether they have met the expectations of the grade level
standards in ELA and math.

Students in the “Green”
designation
Early On, Mid, or Above
Grade Level.
Students in this
designation will benefit
from on-grade level
instruction as they
continue to master the
grade level standards.

Students in the “Yellow” designation
Have not met the grade level
standards.
Includes a wide range of students.
Many students will reach grade
level green by the end of the year
once exposed to grade level
instruction.
Many students in “yellow” after the
first assessment window are
performing consistently with
students who have just begun the
academic year.
Students in “yellow” after the
mid-year assessment would likely
need intensive intervention and
support.

Students in the “Red” designation
Significantly below the grade
level standards.
Students are not close to
mastering the grade level
standards.
Students in this range will
likely need intensive
intervention and support.

District Results - Math

Overall – % of Students Below, At
and Above Grade Level - Math

Four Domain Subtest Placement
in Math

District Results – Math by Grade

District Results – Math by Grade

District Results - ELA

Overall - % of Students At, Below,
or Above Grade Level - ELA

Six Domain Subtest Placement in ELA

District Results by Grade - ELA

District Results by Grade - ELA

Initial Review of the Fall Data
Shows…
Strengths
• Foundational Reading
Skills, especially
Phonological Awareness
and High Frequency
Words
• Grade 3 ELA and Grade 7
ELA
• Measurement and Data
• Grade 7 Math

Improvements
• Vocabulary and
Comprehension of
Informational Texts
• Grade 2 ELA
• Geometry
• Grades 2 and 3 Math

Typical Growth vs. Stretch Growth
• Typical Growth – The average growth a student will
make in one year in a given grade level/initial
placement level.
• Stretch Growth – Growth recommended to put a
student who is below grade level on path to
proficiency and students who are already on grade
to a path of advance proficiency.

Focus on Growth – Sample Report

Next Steps – District Level
• Hold data review meetings with teams from each school –
administrators, lead teachers/APs, interventionists.
• Identify specific students in the yellow and red in need of
intervention and support.
• Identify students who can be grouped with similar
strengths and areas for growth so that class instruction
can be differentiated to student needs in ELA and math.
• Identify which supports are available and best matched to
student needs.
• Model goal setting procedures that focus on reaching
student stretch growth goals - put students on paths to
proficiency and advanced proficiency.

Next Steps – School/Class Level
• Utilize the available supports in i-Ready and those that already
exist to provide intervention and enrichment to students:
i-Ready, IXL, Lexia, Raz Plus.
• Allocate classroom support to the grades and classes showing
the most needs. Utilize the new additional math support at
the elementary schools additional ELL support within the
district.
• Set goals that target and celebrate student growth throughout
the year.
• Based upon our initial findings - Increase opportunities for
students at the elementary level to read and analyze
non-fiction texts
• Use the instructional grouping recommendation from i-Ready
as well as the embedded supports to differentiate instruction.

Questions ???

Please Note: These minutes are pending Board approval.
Board of Education
Newtown, Connecticut
Minutes of the Board of Education meeting held on October 5, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, 3 Primrose Street.
M. Ku, Chair
D. Delia, Vice Chair
D. Cruson, Secretary
D. Leidlein (7:34 p.m.)
J. Vouros
R. Harriman
D. Zukowski
C. Savo
M. Irvine
Dr. Ku called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.

L. Rodrigue
A. Uberti
1 Staff
17 Public
1 Press

Item 1 – Pledge of Allegiance
Dr. Ku noted that in Newtown the 14 day Covid average is above the 10 per 100,000 cases per
day and based on the Connecticut Department of Public Health recommendation she
encouraged everyone to wear a mask.
Item 2 – Consent Agenda
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the consent agenda which
includes the donation to Sandy Hook School and the correspondence report. Mr. Cruson
seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Item 3 – Public Participation
Jessica Velasco, 103 Brushy Hill Road, said there was much talk about CRT and
misinformation. It is a theory taught at a college level to law students. She asked for a
culturally responsible education with acceptance as part of the curriculum. Our teachers need
to know they have support of principals and administrators. This curriculum gives students a
sense of belonging. The continued belief is we are all created equal.
Christine Miller 72 Forest Drive, is an alumnae of Newtown Public Schools and worked as a
counselor in Danbury for 28 years where she promotes inclusion. This requires support from
the top down. Our administrators with the support of the Board of Education must set the tone
in prioritizing an education that promotes inclusion. We need to eliminate exclusion and also
examine the hiring process.
Item 4 – Reports
Superintendent’s Report: Dr. Rodrigue was thrilled to introduce Wesley Johnson, who was
named as the Coordinator of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. Members of the interview
committee included staff and Newtown leaders, and the final interview strongly endorsed
Wesley. In speaking to others who worked with Wesley including a superintendent, a State
Senator, a First Selectman, and a high school principal, their words to describe him spoke
volumes about his expertise, experience, character, along with being collaborative, balanced,
smart, effective, a relationship builder, a humanist, great with students and families and is a
listener and mediator. Wesley is now the director of pastoral care at Children’s Village in Dobbs
Ferry. He has also worked with students in Danbury and Bethel public schools. Currently, he is
working on his Ph.D. in Transformational Leadership from the New York Theological Seminary
at Columbia.
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Mr. Johnson stated he was excited about the opportunity to enter into this space. The interview
process was thorough and well planned and was the most engaging process he has ever been
through. He hopes to have conversations where we can be transparent and is looking forward
to having equity chats. He hopes to create a culture rooted in respect and sensitivity.
Dr. Ku thanked him for being here and taking on this position. The Board is very much in
support of what he will be doing and are here for him.
Mr. Johnson said intention can be healthy when the intent is pure, right and good, and good
things come out of that.
Chair Report: Dr. Ku noted that the Board of Selectmen applied for American Rescue Plan
funding for the Hawley HVAC project. Newtown received three Bonnie B. Carney Awards of
Excellence for Educational Communications from CABE this year. One award was an
honorable mention for the Communications Committee newsletter and the second was for the
annual budget book. The third is a CABE Board leadership award which will be awarded at the
CABE/CAPSS Conference.
Committee Reports:
Mr. Cruson said the Communications Committee met yesterday and discussed the newsletter
about student success. They also discussed the next newsletter focused on curriculum coming
out in January or February.
Mr. Delia noted that he did not attend the Non-lapsing meeting but they are getting close to a
resolution.
Student Representatives Report:
Ms. Savo reported that college reps have been meeting with students. The Athletic Department
has been selling shirts. Students are advocating for diversity. The Class of 2024 met to plan
ways to support the sophomore class. Homecoming was last Saturday.
Mr. Irvine noted that a great deal of athletic events were held and he said the Football Team is
now 2 and 2, Field Hockey is 5 and 2, and the Girls’ Swim Team is undefeated.
Item 5 – Presentation
Resolution Promoting Diversity, Equity and Inclusion:
Dr. Rodrigue read the resolution and gave a brief overview of the work they have been doing
which is critical to building a safe and supportive environment for all of our students and staff.
We continue to embrace courses and instruction that address culturally responsive concepts
and content. The ultimate goal is to continue to ensure that Newtown Public Schools is a safe,
equitable, and inclusive place for all of our K-12 students. We will also be reviewing curriculum
in grades K-12 through the lens of multicultural and diverse perspectives. Training will be
provided for all staff aimed at maintaining a safe, inclusive, and equitable learning environment.
Mrs. Harriman said there was nothing in the resolution about our hiring practices and would like
an update on our practices in hiring more diverse candidates.
Dr. Rodrigue said it was a priority and every hire we made we went to places in the tristate area
to open up the search.
Dr. Ku asked at what point the Board will know whose lens is looking at the curriculum.
Mrs. Uberti stated that our district is focused on curriculum. We are trying to identify our own
protocol and make sure it has met what we want.
Mr. Cruson asked how the coordinator will fit into the resolution and support it.
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Dr. Rodrigue wants him to look at training which has to be embedded in the instruction. We had
a lot of discussion and the new coordinator will help with this in how curriculum is conveyed to
students.
Ms. Zukowski wants to make sure what we do is measurably successful with qualitative and
quantitative data. How will we know the work we are doing is working?
Dr. Rodrigue said we have Educlimber to store that data. There are a lot of resourses on
CASEL and we are also looking at social emotional pieces.
Mr. Vouros said he was hopeful that Wes will look at this resolution and what we have done up
to this point. He assumes he comes with a tremendous amount of resources.
Dr. Rodrigue said in the performance task we provided the resolution and other documents so
the finalists could get acquainted with the district. They had to come up with a plan and his was
just amazing.
Dr. Ku said the resolution incorporates a lot of work and doesn’t rest on the shoulder of one
single person. The Board needs to be involved in a workshop to understand what it takes to
move the district forward.
Mr. Johnson said that based on conversations tonight it was important to recognize our biases
and blind spots and be clear on what it is you don’t know, but should know. This is a tiered
layered approach but one person can function as the point. It will be a collective effort.
Dr. Ku noted that having a following up in three to six months would be good.
Item 6 – Old Business
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the Budget Calendar for 20222023. Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Mrs. Vadas said we added January 25 and 27 as budget meetings. The Board of Finance is still
working on dates.
Motion passes unanimously.
Budget Assumptions and Priorities:
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the Budget Assumptions and
Priorities for 2022-2023. Mr. Cruson seconded.
Ms. Zukowski referred to #6 in the Priorities which refers to the non-lapsing fund for special
education to be on a five year average for enrollment needs or will we stay with the $100,000 as
in the past.
Dr. Ku said the past practice was to include $100,000 and that has not changes. The idea was
to cover the average and everyone agreed to leave it as is.
Dr. Ku went over her suggested change which are in the following two motions.
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that Assumption #3 of the 2022-2023 Board of Education Budget
read, “State and Federal financial support of education may fluctuate and the budget request
should be adjusted as much as possible to provide even funding over the long term.”
Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously,
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MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that Priority #2 of the 2022-2023 Board of Education Budget read,
“Provide a funding plan that reassesses the changing needs in technology, while also looking
forward to the expansion and sustainability with access and equity for all students.
Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Vote on the main motion: Passes unanimously.
Item 7 –New Business
Remote Learning Days:
Dr. Rodrigue said we won’t be able to utilize remote learning days according to the State of
Connecticut. Our internal committee met last year and approved using 3 days. She proposed
that since we have 182 school days to consider the possibility of using 2 days of remote
learning so we don’t tack on days at the end of the year. It won’t count at the State level but
does in terms of learning for students.
Mr. Delia clarified that we would not get credit from the State for the 2 days to which
Dr. Rodrigue said was correct. They would be additional learning days for students.
Mrs. Harriman asked what those days would look like for teachers.
Dr. Rodrigue said it would be a compacted day. They would start an hour later and end an hour
earlier. This would allow teachers to get to their classrooms if they wanted to. We can only use
these on days when we know something is coming and students take devices home and if there
are no power outages. There would be no impact on professional development or non-learning
days. If a student doesn’t participate, they will be marked absent for that day.
Dr. Ku verified that all students have access to technology to which Mrs. Uberti said they do.
Mrs. Harriman asked if we were going to vote at a future meeting.
Dr. Ku said we would and requested any questions to be sent to her.
Minutes of September 21, 2021:
MOTION: Mr. Delia moved that the Board of Education approve the minutes of September 21,
2021. Mr. Cruson seconded.
MOTION: Mrs. Harriman moved to amend the motion to add the correct spelling for Nerlande
Foote. Mr. Cruson seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
Vote on main motion: Passes unanimously.
Item 8 – Public Participation
Janet Kuzma, 12 The Boulevard, was disappointed that in the middle of a pandemic there was
no Covid update and questions about students quarantining. .She was disappointed in the
Covid policy and postponing events. Why are we postponing outdoor events such as at the
school social at Reed? With only one parent at open houses it doesn’t make sense to limit
parents at events when concerts are being held. It’s time to reconsider this overly cautious
policy.
Nicole Maddox, 14 Night Hawk Lane, thanked the Board for the overly cautious move to keep
our children safe so far. She is tired of dealing with covert racism our children have had to deal
with and tired of people complaining about CRT being taught here but we are not teaching it
here. We are advocating to teach history in the right way. She is grateful for the Coordinator of
Diversity, Equality and Inclusion and everyone is committed to having him succeed. She urged
the Board to consider putting a concrete deadline on the goals.
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MOTION: Mr. Cruson moved to adjourn. Mr. Vouros seconded.
Item 9 – Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 8:58 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:
____________________________________
Daniel J. Cruson, Jr.
Secretary

